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1. INTRODUCTION

Shortly after completing his final conquest and establishing the unified empire in 221 BC, the Qin First Emperor, accompanied by his court classicists, began to tour the newly conquered eastern regions. Here, he erected a series of stele inscriptions on the top of venerated mountains. The Shi ji, which preserves six of the altogether seven inscriptions,¹ provides the following chronology for them: 219 BC on Mt. Yi,² Mt. Tai, and Mt. Langye; 218 BC on Mt. Zhifu and on its ‘eastern vista’ (Zhifu dongguan); 215 BC at the ‘gate’ of Jieshi (Jieshi men); and December 211 or January 210 BC on Mt. Kuaiji. In the First Emperor’s ‘Basic Annals’ in the Shi ji, the brief entry on the first inscription, placed on Mt. Yi in 219 BC, reads as follows:

In his twenty-eighth year, the First August (Emperor) went eastward and proceeded through the commanderies and counties. He ascended Mt. Yi in Zou county and erected a stone. He conducted a discussion with the classicists (rusheng) from Lu and had them carve the stone to eulogize the virtuous power of Qin. They discussed the matters of the feng and shan sacrifices and of the wang sacrifices to the mountains and rivers.³

The related account in the ‘Fengshan shu’ (almost verbatim also in the Han shu ‘Jiaosi zhi’)⁴ differs only slightly in mentioning ‘seventy classicists and

¹ The six inscriptions are included in Shi ji, chap. 6, ‘Qin Shihuang benji’; the seventh (and chronologically first) one that was erected on Mt. Yi, although well-known in Tang times, has been transmitted only in later (Yuan dynasty) inscription collections.
² For all mentioned localities, which were identified according to Tan Qixiang 1982–7, see the accompanying map.
³ Shi ji 6/242.
⁴ See Shi ji 28/1366, Han shu 25A/1201.
erudites (bosshi) from Qi and Lu accompanying the emperor on Mt. Tai. Following such brief remarks in the 'Basic Annals', invariably indicating the specific year of the First Emperor's rule and the direction of his respective tour of inspection, the Shi ji presents the inscription texts. The inscription on Mt. Zhifu illustrates the diiction of the entire series.

It was in His twenty-ninth year,
According to the season of mid-spring,
The mildness of Yang had just arisen.
The August Emperor travelled to the east,

5 For the full set of all seven texts, see Kern 2000a, 10–49. The text is in Shi ji 6/249 and Rong Geng 1935, 144. The thirty-six lines of the Mt. Zhifu inscription rhyme on every third verse and comprise two rhyme sequences, zhí (*-8) and zhi (*-8), each of six rhymes. The space after line 13 indicates the rhyme change. For full annotation, see Kern 2000a, 35–7.

As exemplified in this text, the seven stele inscriptions are hymns in praise of the Qin unification, created in thirty-six or seventy-two lines of tetrasyllabic meter and rhymed in rigorous adherence to traditional practice. Embedded into a setting of traditional rituals, they present the idealized version of a teleological Qin history, eulogizing the unified rule in juxtaposition to the preceding ages of warfare and chaos. The ideal of order and unification—expressed in the famous measures of unifying the script, weights, and measures, etc.—appears emblematically also in the formal structure of the seven inscriptions. Their perfect composition betrays the involvement of experts in
traditional ritual and textual scholarship who served at the Qin imperial court. As registered in the *Shi ji*, the scholars in charge of composing, reciting, and inscribing these political eulogies into stone were the imperial erudites that the new empire had inherited from the former states of Qi and Lu, that is, the old eastern regions of traditional scholarship. As the sources inform us, these professionals held the remarkable specialization of ‘comprehending the past and present’ (*tong gu jin*). While later sources sometimes regard the Qin chancellor Li Si as the author of the texts or the writer of their calligraphy,⁶ the notion of an imperial institution in charge of the ritual and textual tradition, where the almost uniform inscriptive texts were most probably drafted well in advance, dissociates the text from its material carrier, from any specific event, and from the participants involved in the latter.

The traditional idea of the imperial Qin state as a mere terror regime devoid of any cultural accomplishment has been discredited in more recent scholarship. Sufficient evidence testifies to the promotion of traditional scholarship at the Qin imperial court—scholarship that certainly contributed to the stabilization of the venerated canon.⁷ The much-debated issue of the ‘burning of the books’ in 213 BC and the purported mass-execution of scholars in 212 BC has detracted from the fact that the early imperial erudites were professionals of the ritual and textual tradition operating beyond any issues of a specific ‘Confucian’ philosophy or morality, and that their texts, in particular the *Songs (Shi)* and *Documents (Shu)*, were available to thinkers of various intellectual lineages.⁸ When Li Si proposed to ban and burn the *Songs* and *Documents* circulating outside the imperial court together with the apparently proliferating ‘speeches of the hundred lineages’ (*bajia jiu*) and all historical archives except those of the Qin, he explicitly exempted the *Shi* and *Shu* studied and taught by the court-appointed erudites.⁹ The imperial stele inscriptions corroborate the presence of classical scholarship at the Qin imperial court by displaying an abundance of references to the written tradition. Moreover, with these texts, we not only see the learned erudites at work but also their canon in action, including the *Songs* and *Documents* that were used to learn and to speak about the past. Providing the paradigms for reading the past and discussing the present, these texts needed to be monopolized for the purpose of imperial representation and to be prevented from being exploited to ‘use the past to criticize the present’ (*yi gu fei jin*), as noted in Li Si’s memorial.

A closer analysis of the inscriptions shows them as a coherent textual series: all seven inscriptions adhere to a clearly defined compositional structure, with

---

⁶ The two earliest known writers ascribing the inscriptions to Li Si are Liu Xie (*c.467–522*) in *Wenzin biaozheng* (*21/803*) and Li Daoyuan (*469–527*) in *Shuijing zuo* (see Wang Guowei 1984, 4/130, 25/810, 40/1256). Zhang Shoujie (*fl. 725–35*) states that both the text and the calligraphy of the final inscription on Mt. Kuaiji were by Li Si (see his commentary in *Shi ji 6/261*); according to *Shi ji 6/260* and *87/2547*, Li Si had accompanied the emperor on his final tour to the southeast. Challenging the traditional view, Chen Zhiliang 1999 (B), 42–3, has argued that the eunuch and later chancellor Zhao Gao (*d. 207 BC*) is a more likely candidate as the imperial calligrapher. I consider both alternatives as equally flawed.


⁸ See Kern 2000a, 164–96.

particular topics arranged at specific positions of the texts. Their modular design allows portions of a text to be changed or replaced without affecting the overall sequential structure. The individual inscriptions thus appear as variations of a single underlying prototext that most likely was kept in the Qin imperial archives, readily available when needed for any particular occasion. This phenomenon of a textual series can be explained as a traditional device in the context of ritualized political representation. As has been noted for pre-imperial bronze inscriptions, the notion of an ‘original’ text being attached in a one-to-one relation to a certain situation, place, or material carrier may be misleading in the ritual setting of ancient China. Consciously designed repetition and variation may have been a significant part of the message, endowing the text with an aura of standardized, normative expression. On the material and representational level, the stele inscriptions were supported and perpetuated by the stone into which they were carved; yet their true basis and continuity lay in the archival records. Even if we did not know of the Qin archives from the Shi ji, we would be able to deduce their existence and function from the diction of the inscriptions themselves.

The cultural memory enshrined in these archives preserved both historical memory and the models of verbal expression. Composing an inscription, the classicist scholars operated in the limited code of the ritual tradition and in this reaffirmed the legitimizing force of the ritual-historical continuum. Based on the blueprint that was maintained in the archives, the individual inscriptions were imposed upon, not developed out of, the concrete natural sites into which they were inscribed. Placing texts very similar to one another—now in the newly standardized script—in a number of localities all over the recently conquered eastern parts of the empire performed and expressed on the linguistic level what the accompanying wáng sacrifices realized on the level of ritual action: the absorption of the individual natural and historical site into the common suprahistorical frame of the new empire, designed for eternity. In the texts on the steles we can hardly detect any trace of a historical development that may have taken place between 219 and 210 BC. According to the uniform language of the imperial stele, history, now inscribed into chosen sites of nature, had reached its final petrification and standstill in 221 BC. The serial manifestations of the prototext as stationary inscriptions served the ritual order of imperial geography: with his inscriptions, the First Emperor recognized each of their locations in its own significance, and by the implied prototext, transformed all of them from mutually unrelated sites of formerly separate political entities into defined places within the newly unified spatial organization of the empire.

2. WRITING AS REPRESENTATION

It is clear from these observations that the seven stele inscriptions were not, or not primarily, textual media to circulate or store information. Nothing suggests that members of the political elite took to the mountains in order to read the imperial texts in situ and learn about history. Nothing even suggests that the inscriptions were ever intended to be visited for that purpose. So why were they placed there? Why not, for example, in the capital, visible for everyone to see, and for the educated elite to read? Why create monuments out of sight, far removed from the people? No early text provides a ready answer to these questions, but we may look to other instances of pre-imperial display writing for possible explanations. There is no question that at least since Western Zhou times (c.1046–771 BC), and arguably already during the late Shang dynasty (c.1200–c.1046 BC), writing, embedded in ritual contexts, was used for representational purposes. A prime example is the famous water-basin of Secretary Qiang of c.900 BC (or a generation later) where a royal dignitary espoused not only the royal genealogy but, in a neat parallel arrangement, also his own ancestral lineage of scribes. From the ninth-century BC ‘ritual reform’ onward, we see an increasingly uniform style not only of bronze vessels but also of their texts and calligraphy that must reflect some sort of centralized control over the production and design of such vessels and inscriptions. These artefacts were, first and foremost, expressive of a mature ritual tradition that spoke to both the living and the dead. Their very appearance of regularity and measured beauty signaled the recourse to established authority and to an authoritative, non-negotiable style of representation. Following the ‘ritual reform’ that seems to have

---

10 See Kern 2000a, 126–39.
12 For Li Si’s request to burn all historical archives except those of the Qin, see Shi Ji 6/255, 87/2546; for Sima Qian’s (c.145–c.90/85 BC) subsequent lament of having nothing but the Qin archives available, see 15/686.
13 This display manifests itself in some instances of unusually large graphs, in a sometimes careful pigmentation of the incised writing, and in the commonly observed approximate symmetry of the text; see Keightley 1978, 46, 54, 56, 76–7, 83–4, 89.
14 For an extensive discussion of early Chinese writing as representation see Kern 2007.
15 Rawson 1990, 53, 125; Rawson 1999, 438–9. As noted by Rawson, ‘a strong centralized control of ritual seems to have been in place; for bronze design, a “static repertoire” came into being, “limited and reiterated,” and of “persistent sameness”—expressing an aesthetic ideology that embraced the bronze object as well as the wording and calligraphy of the inscription.
marked a shift in emphasis from communication with the ancestral spirits toward one with the living and future folk, bronze inscriptions of later centuries occasionally expose writing as conspicuous display, so as in the gold-inlaid inscriptions of the late fifth century BC bells of the Marquis Yi of Zeng or in the late fourth century BC vessel inscriptions of King Cuo of Zhongshan. Ever since the mid-Western Zhou bronzes, inscriptions not only show an increasingly accentuated use of calligraphy. They also, in a way the Shang oracle carvings and the very early Western Zhou bronze inscriptions do not, mention certain officials in charge of formalized writing, and they give account of the presentation of written texts in contexts of social and political ritual.

However, in referring to such writing as ‘public display’—to use Michael Nylan’s felicitous phrase 16—we need to keep in mind the limited public sphere in which all these texts played their role. For one, the objects into which they were inscribed were relatively small, with their inscriptions legible only upon close and careful inspection. In fact, as has often been noted, bronze inscriptions were cast on the inside of vessels and thus, when covered with the sacrificial offerings, completely invisible during the ancestral sacrifices. 17 (It is precisely in this feature that the Zhongshan inscriptions differ radically from their predecessors.) Thus, in general, such inscriptions were not read during the sacrifices in which their carriers were used, and no traditional sources suggest that they were displayed or read on other occasions. Furthermore, there was no ‘public’ audience in early China as it existed, for example, in Athens or Rome. This, however, is not to say that objects and texts had no ‘public’ representation or were devoid of any display function. The—however limited—‘public’ was the high-ranking lineage group and its guests, in the case of the royal house also including court officials as well as diplomats from subordinate regions. 18 This audience was an insider audience, but it comprised a cultural and political elite that did not need to inspect a bronze vessel and its inscription up close in order to know about its contents and comprehend its representational nature. What counted was the sheer existence of the artefact. In such contexts, writing transcended its functions of storing and circulating knowledge. Or more precisely, the knowledge that was stored in the public inscription and circulated to the community in the form of public display referred not merely to the meaning of its words—the knowledge of which was available otherwise—but to the cultural status and political authority of public calligraphy itself. Such public calligraphy was, and indeed remains to be even in contemporary China, an emblem of both culture and sovereignty. In the First Emperor’s seven stone steles as well as in numerous later inscriptions placed on mountains, often inscribed into the natural rock itself, sovereignty even extended from the human sphere into the cosmic realm, transforming a natural site into a site of civilization and human history.

When the First Emperor, now vested with his divine title ‘August Emperor’ (huangdi), initiated his series of inscriptions, he established a new form of political representation, announcing his historical achievements to the cosmic spirits. While the archaeological record, overwhelmingly rich on the side of inscribed ritual bronzes, does not provide a single direct precedent for these remarkably extensive stone carvings, they were inspired by at least three pre-imperial ritual activities: the performance of political eulogies, highly traditional in their diction, that were presented at banquets and ancestral sacrifices; the inscriptions in bronze; and the royal tour of inspection. Contrary to the still common view of the Qin as anti-traditional, both textual and archaeological evidence testify amply to the presence of traditional ritual at the Qin pre-imperial and imperial courts, including scholarship on the ancient Odes and the possession of ancient bronze vessels. 19 One fascinating detail in particular testifies to centuries of ritual continuity: on an inscribed gui vessel and its lid, discovered together in 1919 west of Tianshui (Gansu Province) and now dated into the reign of either Lord Gong (r. 609–605 BC) or Lord Huan (r. 605–577 BC), we find engravings concerning the capacity of the vessel: short texts that were most probably carved no earlier than in imperial Qin or even in Han times. 20 This means that the vessel had been kept at the Qin pre-imperial and imperial courts for no less than 400 years.

---

17 See e.g. Kane 1982–3. In Western Zhou times, the major exception to this are inscriptions on bells, which are placed on the bells’ exterior. But even these inscriptions are too small to be visible from a distance, and their texts are often arranged in a rather irregular fashion—even running in different directions wherever there is space not occupied by ornament—across the body of a bell, including its backside.
18 I leave aside here the complex question of whether the bronze inscriptions were primarily directed not at the living humans (including their descendants) but at the ancestral spirits; cf. Falkenhausen 1993b, 145–52, and Venture 2002.
19 Traditional Qin political ritualism can be traced back through excavated bronzes and chime-stones to around 700 BC, in particular to the set of eight yongzhong bells from the reign of Lord Wu (r. 697–678 BC); for a full discussion of these and later pre-imperial Qin bronze and chime-stones see Kern 2000a, 59–105. Not only is the wording of these inscriptions particularly conservative in their own times, representing Western Zhou rather than Spring and Autumn forms of ritual expression; the yongzhong bells are also almost atavistic in their material form, their textual arrangement, and their tone distribution pattern. See So 1982; Falkenhausen 1993a, 167, 236.
Their different historical and ritual settings notwithstanding, some considerations on the nature of Zhou bronze writings may illuminate the nature of the Qin imperial stele inscriptions as texts that embodied a sacralized representation of history. The bronze inscriptions exhibit a precarious relation to their actual history: by explicitly naming their donor and frequently including a date, they were apparently meant to appear as historical artefacts, made at an important moment in time to commemorate, fix, and finally communicate a specific historical event to the spirits. Yet these texts never developed continuous historical narratives; they were commemorative monuments that captured and defined moments of highest significance, artefacts of history that were true in the sense that myth is true: "Through remembrance, history turns into myth. By this, it does not become unreal but, on the contrary, and only then, reality in the sense of a continual normative and formative force." As Shaughnessy has pointed out, "more than fifty Western Zhou bronze inscriptions refer, in greater or lesser detail, to military activity... Not one of the inscriptions commemorates a defeat."2122

In short, pre-imperial bronze inscriptions commemorated and preserved but the sacralized distillate of history, creating a representation of the past that was as radically abbreviated as it was profoundly ideological. Perhaps the early Zhou archives were obliged to keep a more comprehensive, less partial record of history; but this record was not passed on to the ancestors. Not 'what has happened?' was the question answered in the ancestral temple, but 'what do we want to remember?,' 'how do we want to remember?,' and, implicitly, 'what do we want to forget?.' Ideally, the sacralized version of history as it was communicated to the spirits left no options for a second truth and hence no doubts about the first. Bronze inscriptions offered little to ruminate on.

The same is true of the imperial stelae. One aspect that distinguished them from all earlier inscribed artefacts was the plain fact that they no longer competed with other texts. The act of unification, conducted on all levels of the imperial administration and repeatedly praised in these inscriptions by terms like yi, bing, and tong (all meaning 'to unify'), became manifest in the very existence of these stone monuments. The rhetoric of the inscriptions annihilated the multi-perspective records of all the former states and replaced them with the single and central perspective of the universal ruler. They silenced the many voices of history and monopolized memory; now, the normative version of history as promulgated from the sacred mountains of the former independent states was a single and unified one. What the chancellor Li Si proposed in administrative terms—to burn all historical records except those of Qin and thus wipe out all competing memories—the stele inscriptions made manifest on the level of ritual representation.

The claim to monopolize memory was expressed in the normative idiom of ritual language. To preclude the potential for negotiation and ambiguity, linguistic propositions were tightly fixed, clear enough to need no explanation, hieratic enough to allow no discussion. The formulaic and tightly intertextual nature of the imperial stone carvings manifests itself both lexically and in the standardized sequence of topics, revealing a modular compositional process: for each part of a text there is a defined and hence restricted repertoire of basically interchangeable expressions at hand. In its totality, the vocabulary used comes from a distinct lexical inventory of traditional political language that fuses the seven inscriptions into a single coherent expression of rulership that was firmly rooted in the ritual tradition.

In addition to the repeated use of words like yong ('forever') and xiu ('superb') that are almost exclusively reserved for texts used in ritual settings, the inscriptions weave a close rhetorical texture of lexical and syntactical elements that both express and embody the message of normativity and unification. Beyond the above-noted words denoting 'to unify,' the terminology of total identity pervades the texts in a way both restricted and redundant. This is indicated, for instance, by the repeated use of words expressing comprehensive inclusion, such as wang (or ma, mi, wu) bu ('none who does/is not'), or of terms denoting universal rulership through expressions of spatial extension, such as tianxia ('All-under-Heaven').

A specific 'ritualized' and 'ritualizing' mode of speech, however, is ultimately not to be traced to the lexical level. What distinguishes a text as ritualized is the linguistic structure above the level of the word that comprises patterns of restriction and redundancy in the choice and arrangement of words, together with the coercive force of stock phrases that govern the syntactic structure proper. The rhetoric of ritual presents an extreme case of paradigmatic and syntagmatic choice. In the case of the stele inscriptions, one registers not only a redundant use of near synonyms from a very limited set of propositions but also particular combinations of words and syntactical patterns that create an idiom where normative ideology is given the form of fixed rhythmic and syntactic form.

The most prominent rhetorical pattern, governing at least one-third of all lines of the inscription series, is the hendiatys, or what one may call 'categorical accumulation': a mode of speech where two semantically closely related—if not synonymous—nouns or verbs are joined together to intensify their common semantic value. These terms are virtually interchangeable.

21 Assmann 1992, 52.
22 Shaughnessy 1991, 176-7; cf. also the whole paragraph, 175-82.
(and thus modular) because they belong to the same set of a semantic category. Moreover, they all belong to the standardized repertoire of political rhetoric that furnishes a limited range of closely guarded expressions. They appear in ‘accumulation’ first on the level of the word, that is, when two related terms are joined together in a compound; second on the level of the compound when related compounds are arranged to textual sequences; third on the level of the single text which is in large part governed by compounds and sequences of compounds enhancing and complementing each other; and finally on the intertextual level of the whole series of inscriptions where we encounter additional variations and recombinations of the compounds and sequences. Of all the semantic and syntactic features of which the inscriptions are composed, categorical accumulation is the most forceful in creating a normative language that embodies the sense of unified order. The penultimate rhyme of the Mt. Yi inscription may serve to illustrate the effect of this mode of composition:

Disaster and harm are exterminated and erased,
the black-haired people live in peace and stability,
benefts and blessings are long and enduring.

Ten of the twelve characters—the only exception being the term ‘the black-haired people’ (qianshou)—follow the principle of categorical accumulation. In addition, these ten characters embody a complete chronological sequence (past—present—future); and finally, the first and the third line represent a clear antithetical structure. In these three lines, which are entirely composed of stock vocabulary, we see the distillate of what the seven inscriptions are all about: the single and normative version of history in which everybody receives his proper name—hence the officially commanded designation ‘the black-haired people’—and proper treatment.

3. HISTORICIZING AND RITUALIZING POLITICAL SPACE

The seven stele inscriptions were erected only at sites in the eastern new territories of the Qin empire. From the capital Xianyang, the nearest of these places—all of them mountains, probably with the exception of Jieshi—was Mt. Yi some 800 km linear distance away; Mt. Tai was another 100 km north of this. Mt. Langye was at a distance of more than 1,000 km from Xianyang, Mt. Zhifu about 1,100 km, and both Jieshi and Mt. Kuaiji some 1,200 km. With the exception of Jieshi when the emperor continued his tour for some distance further to the northern borders, the mountains at the

seashore (Langye, Zhifu, Kuaiji) were his final destinations in each region and the outermost points—relative to Xianyang—for him to visit. On separate travels, the emperor also went west and south, albeit without setting up stone inscriptions. His initial tour, which dates from the first year after unification (220 bc), led him from Xianyang some 470 km northwest to the border commandery Longxi, then back east to Beidi (180 km northwest of Xianyang) before he finally—on the same tour (?)—moved westwards to climb Mt. Jitou (270 km northwest of Xianyang); the whole tour was thus kept within the borders of the old state of Qin. To the south, probably down to the area of Lake Dongting (nearly 700 km southeast from Xianyang), the emperor went at least once in 211 bc; from here he proceeded east to Mt. Kuaiji.

Both the first circuit within the old Qin territory and the journey to the south were probably different in purpose from the progress through the newly conquered eastern regions, which may explain why the inscriptions were confined to the latter locations. The tour around the northwest might have served as the initial thanksgiving and announcement of the unification to the people and—more importantly—the cosmic spirits of the old Qin state. The much later tour to the south was of a different character. In 211 bc, the emperor and his entourage traveled to Yunneng, north of Lake Dongting, where he offered a wang (‘viewing from the distance’) sacrifice to the legendary universal ruler Shun whose spirit was believed to reside at Mt. Jiuyi. He then sailed down the Yangtze River, which he crossed at Danyang. At Qiantang, the famous tidal bore forced him again back west before he could cross the Zhe River (Zhijiang) and finally—after another turn east—reach Mt. Kuaiji. The monumental and subtly menacing inscriptions erected in the east were part of a different ritual agenda: the proclamation of the conquest issued towards the conquered people and their spirits.

By the sum of his tours, all of them finally directed to mountains, the First Emperor measured out his new empire. In the literal as in the symbolic sense, he went to his limits; any substantial move further would have led him straight into the dangerous terra incognita of non-Chinese lands. Especially Mt. Kuaiji, where the capital of the old state of Yue had been located, appears to have been recognized as the borderline between northern Chinese civilization and the unrestrained and uncontrollable world of barbarian people, as the uniquely strict and exhortative inscription of this site betrays: no other text in the series expresses a comparable concern with the social behavior of

23 Shi ji 6/241.
24 See Shi ji 28/1370 (cf. also Han shu 25A/1205) and 6/260. According to Shi ji 6/248, there was another trip to the south as early as 219 bc. However, the itinerary given in Shi ji, when placed together with the other tours of 219/218 bc, seems unrealistic, if not indeed impossible.
the common people or imposes similar threats on them. What at first glance appears as 'legalist' (fá) harshness was likely the attempt to subjugate the border population of the southeast under the rule of northern Chinese civilization. This kind of 'legalism' was not at all paraded from the northeastern peaks located in the venerated homelands of 'propriety' (li).

To the First Emperor, the sites of his stele inscriptions were both old and new: old in the cultural sense that they belonged either to the northeastern areas of the former Zhou okumene where the ritualistic ru tradition was at home or, in the case of Kuantai, represented an important symbol of political mythology (see below); new in the political sense that these territories were now, for the first time in history, conquered by Qin. With their continuous references to both the Zhou tradition and the military success of Qin, the inscriptions conveyed a powerful message: the First Emperor did not put an end to the tradition of the sage kings but, on the contrary, established himself as their true successor. When the 'August Emperor' conducted his progress through the east, he was aware of the traditions attached to his various destinations and to the political act proper of 'touring' newly conquered regions. These inscriptions were performances of political rhetoric not only through their contents, that is, their emphasis on the overall conquest, the foundation of the state, and the enforcement of social order. They also claimed to be the ultimate expression of a well-established demonstration of sovereignty, the tour of inspection.25 In the early empire, the venerated model of a cosmic ruler who had mounted the peaks of the four directions, measured out the empire, and set up an all-embracing order was the cultural hero Shun as he is described in the 'Yao dian' chapter of the Shangshu. The significance of this famous passage can be grasped from its inclusion in the monographs on imperial sacrifices in both Shi ji and Han shu.26 The record of Shun's initial tours of inspection matches all too perfectly what we are told about the First Emperor:

In the second month of the year,27 Shun went east to visit (for inspection) those under his protection and arrived at (Mt.) Venerable Tai.28 He made a burnt offering (to Heaven) and performed wang sacrifices in the correct sequence to the mountains and streams. Then he gave audience to the lords of the east, regulated the calendar of the seasons and months, rectified the (designations of the) days, and made uniform the pitchpipes and the measures of length, capacity, and weight.29

After perfecting the different rites according to the ranks of nobility and hence establishing the correct social order, Shun went home. In the same year he performed the identical set of rites and regulations during subsequent tours to the south, the west, and the north;30 each time, his destination proper was the main peak of the respective direction. Prominent features in the Shangshu account are the recurring initial sacrifices to Heaven and to the important mountains and streams of the region. As a prerogative of the universal ruler, the ordered, and ordering, sequence of sacrifices formally structured and demarcated the world under control:

The Son of Heaven sacrifices to the famous mountains and great streams All-under-Heaven, regarding the five peaks as his three high ministers, regarding the four streams as his feudal lords. The feudal lords sacrifice to the famous mountains and great streams within the borders of their territory.31

Modern scholarship on the Shangshu has established that an originally earlier 'Yao dian' chapter evidently underwent a redaction in Qin imperial times, leading to significant textual changes and additions, among the latter including the account of Shun's tour of inspection. The transmitted Han version of the Shangshu—the 'New Text' version provided by the former Qin erudite Fu Sheng (born 260 BC)—was most likely the Qin version of the text, prepared by the officially appointed erudites at the imperial court.32 It is indeed distinctly possible that the First Emperor in both his most solemn representation of political sovereignty, the feng and shan sacrifices,33 and in

26 Shun made his four tours of inspection all in the second month of the respective season: in the second month (spring) of the year to the east, in the fifth month (summer) to the south, in the eighth month (autumn) to the west, and in the eleventh month (winter) to the north. Baidu tong 6/290 notes that the second and the eighth months are those of the equinoxes, while the fifth and the eleventh months are those of the solstices; therefore, the ruler undertakes his tours of inspection always during these second months of the respective season. The sequence of Shun's tours also reflects the systematic pairing of seasons and directions according to the cosmology of the Five Phases (wuxing), suggesting a late Warring States or early imperial date of composition of this portion of text.
27 Shi ji 28/1357. The parallel Han shu passage (25A/1393–4) extends the enumeration down to the common people who only sacrifice to their ancestors.
29 For doubts on the antiquity of the feng and shan rituals, see Wechsler 1985, 171–2. Although the emperor may have developed his most ambitious ritual out of pre-existing local cults at Mt. Tai, there is no evidence that these had any connection with political representation. I am unable to trace the peak's later political significance to any text substantially predating the unification of the empire. The earliest passage where Mt. Tai appears in a truly exalted position is Han Feizi 3/44, that is, in a Qin text almost contemporary with the inscriptions here, we are
the design of his tours of inspection might have created the very tradition that he purported to revive. Thus, the textual scholarship that furnished references to Shun as well as to the feng and shan sacrifices of high antiquity may have served to produce an imperial memory in order to traditionalize what was actually without precedent. Nothing would demonstrate more clearly the First Emperor's quest for the sagely tradition than the Qin imperial invention of it.

As is related in the Shi ji 'Basic Annals' and 'Book on the feng and shan Rituals' ('Fengshan shu') for the emperor's visits to Mt. Tai and Mt. Yi, the First Emperor, on arrival at a mountain, faithfully emulated the allegedly old pattern and presented sacrifices before the officials inscribed the stele. Although the act of erecting a stele and inscribing it with a eulogy appears to be embedded in a ritual context designed after the model received from (or invented for) Shun, there remains a difference: unlike Shun, the Qin emperor did not transform chaos into cosmos but obtained control over already ordered regions which only had to be reordered to constitute the unified world under heaven. Thus, in choosing the places for the stele inscriptions, the emperor did not attempt to define a whole new set of sacred locations; instead, he purported to revive the sacrifices of old at established sites and to attach himself to the culture heroes of antiquity. Yet this posed a problem: after centuries of political disunion, there was little ritual practice to represent universal rulership. The rhetorical solution to this problem was a simple claim, based on the assumption that the inherent meaning of the rites did not reside in their outward shape: although the forms of the ancient rites had dimmed and faded, their names and supposed meanings were still clear and comprehensible and could be revived by a new or even improvised set of formal devices. This was true for the feng and shan rituals as well as for the sacrifices at Mt. Zhifu and Mt. Langye, the next two localities favored with stele inscriptions: these sites were regarded as links in a chain of eight peaks located in the former state of Qi where the 'eight [cosmic] spirits' (ba shen) received their offerings. According to Shi ji and Han shu, the 'eight spirits' existed of old, but the remote origins of their cults, purportedly dating from the founding of the Zhou dynasty, lay in obscurity after the sacrifices had been discontinued at some point in the past. Allegedly reviving lost tradition, the Qin emperor sacrificed to the spirit of the Yang cosmic force at Mt. Zhifu and to the spirit of the four seasons at Mt. Langye, integrating the two places into his overall system of cosmic ritual. In sum, of the four mountains on former Qi territory to bear an inscribed stele, it is only Mt. Yi—located in the home county of Mencius and not far from Confucius' birthplace—for which the sources fail to provide us with a significant real or fictive ritual tradition. But they do not fail to note that the emperor actually sacrificed to Mt. Yi, thereby endowing the place with a superior status in the ritual geography of the empire. A location for an inscription was never just somewhere.

The eastern state of Qi had been subjugated in 221 bc as the last of the former six states conquered by Qin. This may explain why the First Emperor concentrated his first series of inscriptions of 219 and 218 bc precisely in this area; in conjunction, he performed a series of different sacrifices to all four mountains and presented additional wang offerings to the other 'famous mountains and great streams' (mingshan dachuan) of the realm. These wang sacrifices served to manifest the spatial extension of legitimate sovereignty. They were by definition directed not to outlying regions in general but to the demarcated space under control, and only a universal ruler like Shun enjoyed the prerogative and actual power to perform them during his far-flung tours of inspection. That the First Emperor recognized this model, furnished by his own official crutches, appears from the fact that he honored the legendary sage ruler Shun himself with a wang sacrifice. Against this background, the concentration of stele inscriptions and related sacrifices in the most recently conquered territories must have been self-evident: presenting his offerings to the mountains and rivers of the east and incorporating the former sacrificial sites of Qi into his own cosmic ritual system, the First Emperor integrated the former territories of Qi into the empire. Qi was thus ritually transformed from a subject of its own history into an object of Qin history—which was the fundamental message to be deciphered from the

34 Shi ji 6/242, 28/1366–7, cf. Han shu 25A/1201. Disregarding all later definitions of the term feng (cf. Wechsler 1985, 170–94), the passage might offer the earliest explanation of what the feng ritual meant, at least to the First Emperor; the formula de feng used here may be understood literally as 'to receive the fief'—not, of course, a small allotment from the King of Zhou but rather the world, presented by Heaven.

35 This is an image of rough improvisation that the historical records attach to the feng and shan rituals of both the First Emperor and Emperor Wu of the Han (r. 141–87 BC). See Shi ji 28/1366–7, 1397–8, Han shu 25A/1201–2, 1233–5.

36 Shi ji 28/1367, Han shu 25A/1302.
37 Shi ji 28/1367–8, Han shu 25A/1202.
38 For the changing significance of the wang sacrifice, see Bilsky 1975, i. 143–5, ii. 248, passim; Zhang Hequan 1989, 60–2.
39 Shun was obviously regarded as a mountain spirit, residing at his supposed burial place on Mt. Jiuyi.
stelae, written in Qin script. In Lewis’s words: ‘In placing these inscriptions on peaks in the newly-conquered Eastern states, the First Emperor completed his conquest by inscribing the reality of his power in the newly created imperial script, into the sacred landscape of his new subjects.’

To understand the significance of Jieshi and Mt. Kuaiji as natural sites to inscribe with Qin history, we must turn to a rather later layer of political mythology that we find in the ‘Yu gong’ chapter of the Shangshu. Although under some suspicion of deriving from Qin imperial times, this chapter, which relates the merits of the sagely Yu the Great, might date from the mid-third century BC, that is, some decades before the imperial unification. It is to Yu’s idealized geography of the world that some of the lines of the Langye inscription (61–6) refer, denoting the western and eastern limits of the empire. Mt. Jieshi is part of Yu’s geography where it marks the outermost point of the central province Jizhou, apparently the easternmost part of a mountain range that was leading to the sea. In the two Shangshu passages that refer to Jieshi, its mention closes the initial section of Yu’s geographical order. Mt. Kuaiji, on the other hand, denotes an ultimate border of a different kind: ‘In the tenth year, Emperor Yu conducted a tour of inspection in the east. He reached Kuaiji and passed away.’

The mythological significance of Mt. Kuaiji in relation to Yu, another legendary sage ruler, is illustrated through a whole string of early references. Such references were known to the First Emperor and his court oracles. When after a long journey through the south he reached his final destination, he ‘climbed Mount Kuaiji, sacrificed to Yu the Great, gazed over [the land by] the southern sea, and erected an inscribed stone to eulogize the virtuous power of Qin.’

Thus, here again the act of erecting the stele is embedded in a broader religious tradition. Yu the Great, like Shun at Mt. Jiuyi, was as much a part of the cosmos as he was part of history. Sage rulers transformed into nature spirits, Shun and Yu were political ancestors of old who now resided on mountain peaks. In pre-imperial times, ancestral and cosmic sacrifices alike were governed by rules of prerogative: as the ancestral spirits would accept offerings only from their legitimate descendant, a ruler could also address only the spirits of the mountains and rivers of his own domain. In sacrificing to Yu and Shun, the First Emperor, being the one living human endowed with the prerogative to address these legendary rulers as both political ancestors and cosmic powers, expressed and enacted his own universal sovereignty. As human spirits, Yu and Shun represented the political model to emulate; as mountain spirits, they were approachable by the wang sacrifice. Thus, through his offerings the First Emperor linked the historical to the cosmic dimension of imperial representation—displaying his accomplishments to the cosmic powers whom at the same time he appropriated as political ancestors.

When the emperor connected himself to the mythical heroes of the past and had his merits recited and inscribed on mountain peaks, he simultaneously historicized his own ritual performance. Here, we turn back to the inscriptions proper as they routinely relate their own situational context. The Mt. Zhifu inscription translated above displays the standard textual structure: in its first nine lines, it mentions the date, the designation of the emperor’s tour, his gazing over the new territory, and the officials’ recollection of the emperor’s achievements. This fixed set of topoi self-referentially presents the situational context of the ritual performance—the very performance that culminated in the carving of the inscription. The following main portion of the inscription relates the actual contents of what the officials are pondering: the previous times of chaos and warfare, the First Emperor’s resolute and just elimination of the six former states, the consolidation of the new empire, and the prospect of eternal peace. Then, with its final lines, the text steps again out of this narrative to return, in a closing self-referential gesture, to the situational context:

The multitude of officials recited His merits, asked to carve (this text) into stone, to express and transmit the constant model.

65 Shi ji 6/260.
Thus, the text frames the historical narrative—the topic proper of the inscriptions—with two self-referential statements that are concerned not with the narrative of the unification but with the appropriate ritual representation of this narrative. Through its final gesture, the ritual act of commemoration itself turns into the closing moment of a sacred history that has reached its ultimate fulfilment. Again, the stelae inscriptions operate fully within the ritual tradition: the same kind of self-reference is known as the ‘statement of dedication’ (’So-and-so has made this vessel’) that Falkenhausen has identified as the core of pre-imperial bronze inscriptions, and it is typical of Shi jing and early imperial ritual hymns that praise precisely the ritual efforts to which their own performances actually belong.47

In this context, it is necessary to pay attention to the performative nature of the seven stelae inscriptions. The verb sōng (‘to recite’) employed in the stele inscriptions is perfectly homophonous and therefore likely interchangeable with sōng* (‘to eulogize’). The latter is employed several times within the historical narrative of the Shi ji when introducing the process of making an inscription; according to these remarks, the officials carved the stones in order ‘to eulogize the virtuous power of Qin’.48 In short, the two characters were perfectly interchangeable for denoting ‘to eulogize by means of recitation’. Considering the inscriptions’ strictly observed formal features of rhyme and meter, there is little doubt that the texts engraved on the stones were actually recited and not just silently carved.49

As noted at the beginning of this paper, the panegyric or commemorative ‘stelae inscription’ (bei) was most probably unknown as a discrete genre of literary expression in the days of the First Emperor; apparently this series of seven texts became the progenitor and model for the respective genre that began to flourish only in Han times. It is therefore anachronistic to perceive of this set of Qin texts within the later notion of a literary genre called ‘stelae inscription’; in the first instance, they were poetic eulogies which then were carved and hence turned into ‘inscriptions’.50 To inscribe the eulogy into stone enforced its efficacy but did not abandon its original performative nature.

What is achieved by the rhetoric of integrating the situational context of the eulogy—its recitation and carving—into the ritual text itself, which hence becomes self-referential? I would suggest that ritual self-reference is based on the traditional Zhou ideological notion of ritual activity being as much an expression as an instrument of rulership. In other words, to display one’s merits—or those of one’s ancestors—in the appropriate way is itself meritorious and should therefore be included in one’s record of merits. In this sense, the inscription text by its concluding self-referential shift dramatizes and historicizes itself, integrating the ritual act of reciting merit and inscribing the stele into the purview of the foregoing historical narrative and at the same time bringing the narrative to its logical conclusion. At the very moment the inscription is carved it is already turned into a part of its own history—a history to be received by the spirits of the past, the living of the present, and the infinite posterity of those to come.

The concern with permanence and posterity that the stele inscriptions betray in their closing formulæ is another feature that places them firmly in the tradition of Zhou bronze texts.51 In Zhou ancestral sacrifice, governed by the principle of reciprocity, exalting the model ancestors in the appropriate manner was to present oneself as their virtuous and worthy successor. By venerating his ancestors, the pious descendant, speaking simultaneously to the past, present, and future, made himself visible as a model for his own descendants, the future ancestor to be served with the same filial piety. Reflecting on this tradition, the Li ji provides an explicit account of the multidirectional purpose of an inscription.52

In short, the First Emperor, by inscribing not only his accomplishments but also the proper way of praising them, had his cake and ate it, too.

CODA

According to the Shi ji, the First Emperor’s son, known as the ‘Second Generation (Emperor)’ (Ershì, c. 210–207 BC), also toured the empire in 209 BC to revisit the stelae set up by his father and to add secondary inscriptions to commemorate the original event of erecting the stones.53 The surviving inscription fragment from Mt. Langye indeed contains parts of only this secondary text. However, some modern scholars have argued that at least one or two of the original inscriptions attributed to the First Emperor

49 Tsukuma 1996, 4, even goes so far to speak of the ‘originally musical nature’ of the engraved imperial eulogies.
50 This basic character of the Qin stele inscription texts as eulogies was still recognized by Liu Xie who in Wénshān duìluǎn 9/322 and 11/401 discusses these writings under both categories ming (‘inscription’) and sōng* (‘eulogy’).
51 Xu Zhongshou 1936, 43, has noted that 70–80 per cent of Zhou bronze inscriptions included the final prayer for longevity and permanence.
52 Li ji 49/378c.
53 Shi ji 6/267.
were altogether retrospective creations by his son to begin with.\footnote{See Chen Zhiliang 1939 and Tsuroma 1996 with regard to the inscription on Mt. T'ai, and Tsuroma also with regard to the one on Mt. Yi.} The specific evidence for this argument seems inconclusive to me—and yet one might contemplate an even more radical proposal, namely, to consider all seven inscriptions as retrospectively and posthumously commemorating the late First Emperor's unification of the realm. In this scenario, the First Emperor of the inscriptions is no longer a historical actor singing his own praise but a 'figure of memory'.\footnote{For the concept of a ‘figure of memory’, developed with regard to Moses, see Assmann 1997, esp. chap. 1.} There is nothing in our sources to support this idea with direct evidence; but reading the inscriptions from such a perspective provides another fascinating, and profoundly different, understanding: of the Second Generation [Emperor] shaping the image of his father, of a consciousness of the unification that developed only in retrospect and at a time of imminent dynastic crisis, and of the inscriptions themselves, in particular of their intrinsic textual frame that celebrates the creation of the stele texts just as much as the historical feats they are singing about.
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